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Featured Products		
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Xiros Mikro Freeze Dryer

More info
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Anemos Dry Scroll Pump

More info
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Boreas Freezer

More info
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Freeze Drying: What it is and why we do it					


What is Freeze Drying?

Freeze drying is a process that removes moisture from food and liquids. It’s possible to freeze dry cannabis flower, hash, mushrooms or even a variety of foods! The freeze drying process preserves the taste, texture and nutritional value of the biomass.
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Product Review from CannaSoul Analytics / Psyga Bio Ltd. from Israel					


Holland Green Science is very proud to work together with one of the pioneers on medicinal cannabis knowledge, CannaSoul Israel. Read below about the products they are currently using and the success they have achieved with Holland Green Science lab equipment.
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How to Preserve Terpenes in Your Cannabis Oil Extraction					


When it comes to extraction, terpene preservation can make or break the quality of the final product and success of a manufacturer. The challenge, as any manufacturer knows, is that terpenes degrade quickly, even at low temperatures.
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HOLLAND GREEN SCIENCE (HGS)




If you're looking for Holland Green Science Europe please click here




Local Projects. Global Solutions.






Populated by processors


Industry experts, and manufacturers, Holland Green Science is a global company with worldwide expertise in the Pharmaceutical, Nutraceutical, Cannabis, and Hemp extraction channels.




Slowly emerging from prohibition


Cannabis and Hemp have been growing as an industry for decades, with the life science hub of the Netherlands pioneering the way. Holland Green Science is proud to be located here, where we are surrounded by industry leading advancements, research, and culture.
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Based in Chicago


With North American operations based in Chicago and product design and testing in the Bay Area, Holland Green Science US aims to provide our innovative general lab and extraction equipment worldwide. HGS products are high-quality, secure and GMP ready, upon request, to ensure reliability and safety.




Our goal


Our goal is to further the fields in which we are invested while decreasing CapEx and OpEx costs and increasing ROI for our valued clients. Our passion and purpose is for the industries we represent, which is as diverse as our customers themselves.

Biomass or final product, medicinal or recreational, Holland Green Science has a solution for your production needs.
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Why HGS?				

The laboratory: Pristine, methodical, and well equipped. When you think of a basic lab these are words that are likely to come to mind. However, a keyword is missing here-- Innovation. Innovation is the key purpose of the laboratory, but without the proper tools it is impossible to achieve. As a leading manufacturer of botanical extraction equipment, HGS understands the importance of having the proper tools and technology in any laboratory.

Holland Green Science is a global company with worldwide expertise in the cannabis extraction market. Cannabis has been growing as an industry for decades, with the life science hub of the Netherlands pioneering the way. HGS is proud to be located here, where we are surrounded by industry leading advancements and research. With North American operations based in Chicago, we provide our innovative extraction equipment worldwide, whether your needs are recreationally or pharmaceutically based. Our products are high-quality, secure and GMP ready to ensure reliability. Like the scientist, we understand the need for accurate, safe, and forward-thinking technology.

Our team is focused on bringing you the equipment you need to make innovation a reality in an ever changing world. Biomass or final product, medicinal or recreational, Holland Green Science has a solution for your cannabis extraction needs. 
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		Our Products	
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Baths


The Thermotita is a perfect water bath to keep regulate the temperature of cannabis crude, oils, tinctures and distillates.
				

Baths
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Cart Fillers


The Magma cart fillers feature a patented heating rod design for easier and more accurate dispensing. In as little as 3 minutes, heat up your product to a set temperature and maintain a constant temperature effectively.
				

Cart Fillers
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Chillers


The Aquilon recirculating chiller features PID temperature controllers to provide accurate and reliable temperature control. Designed for continuous and reliable operation. Choose from cooling capacities of 600W , 1300W and 1600 W to shorten process times and boost solvent recovery rates.
				

Chillers
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Cold Trap


The Aquilon cold trap is a device that condenses vapor into a liquid or solid (ice). Cold traps also act as cryo vacuum pumps thus dramatically shortening process times.
				

Cold Trap
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Vacuum Ovens


The Hephaestus vacuum oven is designed for drying and vacuum purging materials which are thermosensitive, oxidative or easily decomposable. This includes cannabis flower just as much as shatter or isolates. To further reduce oxidation e.g. to protect THCa you can purge or vent the oven with inert gas to displace any oxygen present.
				

Vacuum Ovens
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Decarb Ovens


The Hephaestus convection oven is designed for drying or melting materials which are thermosensitive, oxidative or easily decomposable.
				

Convection Ovens
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Rotary Evaporators


Our Rotary Evaporators are highly efficient and easy to use. The bath temperature of up to 180°C covers all common solvents and even allows for in-evaporator decarboxylation if required. All Holland Green Science Rotary Evaporators are made to safely utilize Distilled Water or Oil in the bath! This allows you to process safely at higher temperatures, and also allows you to decarb using our RotoVap.
				

Rotary Evaporators
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Freeze Dryers


Our range of Xiros high performance freeze dryers are commonly used in the global pharmaceutical industry and have been sold over 5,000 times around the globe.
The system is highly versatile and will be customized to your needs. Our units range from 10 kg ice condenser capacity per 24h up to 1,000 kg and beyond. All machines are available (EURO or FDA) GMP ready.
				

Freeze Dryers
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Freezers


The Preseva low temperature freezer is used for general low temperature freezing or frozen storage applications such as fresh freezing of cannabis flower or longer term storage of extracts.
				

Freezers
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Accessories

Accessories
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Rosin Press


Piesi Rosin presses are perfect for startups or home use. They offer a simple and efficient way to make that truly unadulterated rosin you are looking for. No solvents, no chemicals. Piesi rosin presses are extremely easy to use. Our units are UL ready and CE certified to ensure safety and standard compliance.
				

Rosin Press
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Vacuum Controller


The Aeolus touch-screen vacuum controller displays and controls the process pressure in your system to automatically perform your process via two-point vacuum control.
				

Vacuum Controller
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Vacuum Pumps


Holland Green Science is proud to offer our Zephyrus series diaphragm and Aether series rotary vane pumps. These series of vacuum pumps will deliver everything from gentle, low vacuum to ultimate vacuum.
				

Vacuum Pumps
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Moisture Content Analyzer


The Ygrasia moisture analyzer provides reliable, fast, and accurate measurements of trace levels of moisture content within your samples.
				

Vacuum Pumps
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Hashatron Systems


Holland Green Science has teamed up with Hashatron to provide you with the best solventless solutions.
				

Hashatron Systems
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Freeze Drying: What it is and why we do it		


What is Freeze Drying?

Freeze drying is a process that removes moisture from food and liquids. It’s possible to freeze dry cannabis flower, hash, mushrooms or even a variety of foods! The freeze drying process preserves the taste, texture and nutritional value of the biomass.

Read more … Freeze Drying: What it is and why we do it









Our upcoming Events

Currently there are no events.
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Contact


1440 W. Taylor St # 1817
Chicago, IL 60607
United States of America



Sales: 312-771-5533
Service: 312-898-3229, 11 am - 7 pm CST
E: SalesUSA@hollandgreenscience.com
E: ServiceUSA@hollandgreenscience.com
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HOLLAND GREEN SCIENCE (HGS)

HGS designs and manufactures extraction and processing equipment specifically tailored for research and production of cannabis, herbs, and other medicinal botanicals. HGS is proudly headquartered in the traditional food, health and life science hub of Wageningen Netherlands. Our North American division hails from Chicago, IL as well as the greater Bay Area, CA. Geographically, Holland Green Science is uniquely positioned to service the largest emerging industry on the planet: cannabis.

If your looking for Holland Green Science EU please click here.
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Latest News



03.
Aug		
Freeze Drying: What it is and why we do it



19.
Jan		
Product Review from CannaSoul Analytics / Psyga Bio Ltd. from Israel



10.
Jan		
How to Preserve Terpenes in Your Cannabis Oil Extraction



14.
Dec		
Ice Water Hash and Rosin: A Step-By-Step Guide



30.
Nov		
How and Why to Prioritize Safety in Your Extraction Facility
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